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POWER8 chip in its Power Systems line of servers on Tuesday, extending a deadline that began a

year ago. POWER8 customers have three months to transition to a new platform to receive support,
which is two months longer than originally planned. The change in platforms means that new Power
Systems systems are not going to be made available for sales, starting Feb. 9, according to IBM. The

company has been issuing warnings to customers since October 2016. IBM made a number of
changes to the POWER8 chip, which powers the enterprise systems of large organizations as well as
systems for the U.S. Department of Defense. IBM is phasing out POWER8, with POWER9 chip getting

close to the end of the road. The new platform powers the OpenPower Foundation platform the
company created to make Power the open and standardized platform it has hoped for. The corporate
player had had numerous issues with the POWER8 chip, which was released in 2013 and also powers
the IBM zEnterprise mainframe. An overheating chip in a factory in Hong Kong caused a large part of

a cluster to shut down just as the chip had been released. IBM and the U.S. Department of Energy
spent $1.6 billion in 2012 to work on the Power9 chip, which aims to deliver more reliable processors

that will operate longer. IBM released a PowerPC chip, called Power7+, at the same time. The
original plan was to use the 7+ chip for servers and the Power7 chip for mainframes. The

changeover to the Power9 chip meant the Power7+ chip was no longer needed, so Power Systems
began to use Power7, which was compatible with PowerPC. That pushed the release of Power

Systems servers to 2018. IBM has struggled to gain traction with POWER9, which was to be a more
standardized chip. The message from the company is that it was able to improve the Power9 chips
enough so the company is now confident the switch can be made. IBM is also pushing out Power7+
chips, with the technology to be phased out in December 2018. Those chips run a relatively older

version of Power and
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despite an intensive search of the Gulf of Yemen, they found neither the craft
nor its six. Plane crash: Yemen jetliner 'was flying around' US coast A US Navy
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